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Vector Library Critical Forums Page 2 Vector Library Critical Forums of Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository Go to navigation Go to File File history File usage on Commons File usage on other wikis Metadata EnglishAdd a one-line explanation of what this file representsGalicianLogotipo chamado Verme (Worm) da NASA, usado entre 1975 e
1992 Public domainsefalsefal This file is in the public domain in the United States because it is made exclusively by NASA. NASA copyright policy states that NASA material is not protected by copyright unless noted. (See Template:PD-USGov, NASA copyright policy page or JPL Image Use Policy.) Alerts: This work contains material that may be
trademarked in some jurisdictions. If you want to use it, make sure that you have the legal right to do so and that you do not infringe trademark rights. See our general disclaimer. This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing. This image shows a flag, coat of arms, a joint
or any other official insignia. The use of such symbols is limited in many countries. These restrictions are independent of copyright status. Click a date/time to view the file as it appeared at the time. Date/TimeThumbnailDimensionsUserComment current07:11, April 30, 2020508 × 142 (2 KB)Jadebenn (talc | contribs)Corrected color to PMC 179, used for
worm according to this NYT article: In the manual, the color was defined as simply NASA Red.. Today, there is a universal color matching system defined by the company Pantone, and NASA Red is Pantone color number 179. 15:07, 3 August 20191,450 × 400 (1 KB)Alexander Svensson (talc | contribs)Color corrected (NASA Red = PMS 185 09:45, August
19, 2016508 × 142 (2 KB)TheDJ (talc | contribs)add xmlns= to svg element. 10:34 a.m. 13 September 2015No thumbnail0 × 0 (2 KB)Emoxe (talc | contribs)User created page with UploadWizard 07:09, 27 August 20141,450 × 400 (1 KB)Shisma (talc | contribs)the last A was misplaced 20:35, August 24, 20141,450 × 400 (1 KB)Shisma (talc | contribs)css
inline 20:33, 24 August 20141,450 × 400 (1 KB)Shisma (talc | contribs)reconstructed 22:00 13, 3 March 2010256 × 76 (5 KB)File Upload Bot (Magnus Manske) (talk | contribs) {{BotMoveToCommons|en.wikipedia|year={subst:CURRENTYEAR}}|month={subst:CURRENTMONTHNAME}|day={subst:CURRENTDAY}}} {{Information | Description={{en| NASA
logo as used until 1992 Source: Traced From [ th You don't override this file. This file contains additional information, such as Exif metadata that may be by the digital camera, scanner or software program used to create or digitize it. If the file has been changed to the status, some details, such as the time stamp, may not be fully reflected that of the original
file. The time stamp is only as accurate as the clock in the camera, and it can be completely wrong. Despite the fact that this logo for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been selected for our Top 20, this logo type for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is no longer in use. Known as the NASA logo type,
and nicknamed the 'worm', the logo type was introduced in 1975 in an effort to introduce a touch of modernity by replacing NASA's circular blue, white and red insignia (aka the 'meatball'), which James Modarelli had designed for the federal agency back in 1959, a year after its inception. The modernization of NASA in the 1970s was part of the U.S. Federal
Design Improvement Program – a National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) initiative commissioned by President Richard Nixon. Under this scheme, more than 45 federal agencies, including The Department of Agriculture and The National Zoo, had their graphic criticisms redesigned: New York design studio Danne &amp; Blackburn was tasked with
modernizing NASA's logo. NASA logo in useIes in space The meatball was complicated, difficult to reproduce and laden with Buck Rogers images, recalls Richard Danne, design director of the project. It is clear that it originated from classic airman syndrome, where hype and fantasy dominated over logic and reality. Our [proposed] logo was the exact
opposite: it was clean, progressive, could be read from a mile away, and was easy to use in all media. Danne &amp; Blackburn not only created a new logo for NASA, it worked up illustrations to show how it was envisioned that the logo was used in a large number of applications, which demonstrated a well thought-out brand identity system. This [was] a
coordinated, comprehensive design program, not just an ornamental badge to be pasted on a multitude of different products, suggests Danne. Stills from NASA's opening TV titles Still from an animated sequence designed by Danne For all its modern appeal and design rigor, the logo type was withdrawn from official use in 1992. According to NASA's new
administrator at the time, Dan Goldin, the worm was not under the spell of the agency's employees and complaints had been received about the logo's incompetence and lack of projection. However, some argue that Goldin was motivated to make the change by more than just design aesthetics. According to Bert Ulrich of NASA's Public Services Division,
senior members of staff at NASA remembered the old meatball insignia with fondness as it represented NASA in the Apollo days, before the 1986 Space Shuttle tragedy. The News Daily Press suggested in an article published on May 23, 1992 that Paul Holloway, then director of NASA's Langley Research Center, may have dealt the death blow to the worm
in an interview with Goldin. Do you know how to lift NASA's morale? Holloway would have asked Goldin. You do it by changing the worm. Pages from the original Nasa Graphics Graphics Manual Pages of the original Nasa Graphics Standards Manual Pages of the original Nasa Graphics Standards Manual Pages from the original Nasa Graphics Standards
Manual The Washington Post ran a story on June 16, 1992, shortly after Goldin's announcement that the worm would be replaced by the meatball. It reported that the director of the NEA's design arts program, Mina Wright Berryman, had sent a letter to Goldin indicating that the worm is not simply an emblem but an integral part of NASA's comprehensive
visual standards program. Berryman, reportedly, went on to point out the lengths taken in the 1970s to review and revise the agency's chart and also remind Goldin that NASA had one of the most successful visual communication programs of any U.S. agency, winning a Presidential Award for Design Excellence in 1984. BELOW: The reissue of the 1975
NASA Graphics Standards Manual Nevertheless, Goldin retracted the logo type and restored the old, Modarelli meatball insignia, which is still used by NASA to this day. Pentagram's Michael Beirut recently compared meatball to worm in a piece in the New York Times Magazine: By any objective measure, the worm was and is absolutely appropriate, and the
meatball was and is an amateurish mess. More articles on Creative Review's Top 20 logos We've found 35 NASA Vector logos. Do you have a better NASA Vector logo file and want to share it? We're working on an upload feature that allows anyone to upload logos! 14,662 logos of 489 brands, shapes and colours. nasa logo png transparent nasa insignia
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